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Bali must be maintain to make this a suistanable culture even many threat which 

can destroy moreover by the western. 

Local wisdom is very supportive in the development of tourism in Bali. Even 

become a potential strengthening tendency of tourism potential in the future. The 

rapid influence of globalization has not been able to undermine the strength of the 

Balinese in maintaining the existence of a noble culture. 

Culture and local wisdom become one of cultural strategy choice to minimize 

the impact of globalization even become culture of domination of mass culture 

dominated by developed countries. 

The government has big role as part to maintain the culture. By how they 

support and give facility for society to do the tradition. And event as the sponsor 

for tha traditional event. 

1.  Increased the government‘s performance to maintain the culture like give 

more facility and more active to held a traditional event without ignore 

the tourist needs but must be balanced with the local wisdom. 

2.  Balancing the local wisdom between the innovation in the toutistic place 

morever in the holy place like in Pura. 

3.   Giving the knowledge to the tourist like making a brochure or guide book 

and give an attention about something that tourist can or can‘t do. 

 

 

 

SECTION IV 

CLOSING 

A. Conclusion 

The local wisdom is part of Balinese culture is and identity and a character of 

B.Proposition 
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